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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let & be a C*-algebra. A positive quasi-linear functional on d is a 
function p: & -+ C such that: 
(i) p is a positive linear functional on each abelian C*-subalgebra of &, 
(ii) sup{p(A) I A E&, A >O, IJAIl <I} < 00, 
(iii) P(A + iB)= p(A) + Q(B) if A and B are self-adjoint elements of cc4. 
A quasi-state on d is a positive quasi-linear functional p on d that 
satisfies the normalization condition sup{ p(A)IA E d, A > 0, (IA I( < 1 } = 1. 
If d is unital with unit 1, this is equivalent to the condition p(l) = 1. 
In this paper we are concerned with the question of when positive quasi- 
linear functionals on C*-algebras are linear. In view of the condition (iii) 
and since positive quasi-linear functionals are scalar multiples of quasi- 
states, this reduces to the question of additivity of quasi-states on the 
self-adjoint elements of a C*-algebra. This question and its various forms, 
depending both on the nature of quasi-states and on the structure of the 
underlying algebra, were considered before [ 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9-13, 17, 181; 
substantial progress had been made in a number of cases. 
One of the most remarkable advances was the pioneering work of 
Gleason [6] in which the question was settled in the allirmative for quasi- 
states on B(X), the algebra of all bounded operators acting on a Hilbert 
space 2, with the property of being completely additive on orthogonal 
projections, provided the dimension of Y? is different from 2. In the two- 
dimensional case the answer is, in general, negative-one can construct 
discontinuous quasi-states by simple geometrical arguments; so that one 
cannot expect all quase-states to be linear on C*-algebras that admit 
two-dimensional irreducible representations. Following Gleason’s result, 
contributions to the problem were made by Aarnes [l] and Gunson [7], 
and in recent years the general problem for von Neumann algebras was 
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solved by Christensen [4] and Yeadon [17, IS]. Combined together their 
results provide an affirmative answer for quasi-states on von Neumann 
algebras without central summands of type I,. One of the crucial points 
underlying this solution is the norm-continuity of quasi-states on the set of 
projections in such algebras [4, Proposition 2.41 (see also [4, 
Theorem 3.11). For more general C*-algebras continuity of quasi-states 
still remains an open problem. On the other hand, more can be said about 
additivity of continuous quasi-states. One finds, for example, that 
continuous quasi-states are linear on AF C*-algebras, by applying 
Gleason’s result to a norm-dense union of finite-dimensional subalgebras. 
In this paper we study various classes of continuous quasi-states and the 
objective is to obtain further information on the problem. Besides con- 
tinuous and uniformly continuous quasi-states we consider the so-called 
weakly subadditive quasi-states that satisfy P(A + B) > p(A) + p(B) for all 
positive A and B in r;4, and approximately additive quasi-states with 
the property that Ip(A,+ B,)-p(A,)- p(B,)( +.O, whenever {Aa}uEA 
and PaLA are bounded nets of self-adjoint elements in .d and 
(1 [A,, B,] 11 -+a 0. Section 2 develops some of the elementary properties of 
such quasi-states. In section 3 we obtain a decomposition of uniformly con- 
tinuous quasi-states into atomic and diffuse parts on separable C*-algebras 
whose irreducible representations are of dimension different from 2. This is 
used together with Christensen’s result [4, Theorem 3.11 to show additivity 
of weakly subadditive quasi-states on certain extensions of locally trivial 
fields of elemantary algebras by finite-dimensional C*-algebras, and, in 
particular, on C*-subalgebras generated by two projections under suitable 
multiplicity condition. In Section 4 we use the information of the previous 
sections and the techniques developed in [4, 171 to obtain new results 
about quasi-states on C*-algebras containing a dense set of elements with 
finite spectrum. In particular, additivity is shown for arbitrary quasi-states 
on the Calkin algebra, and for weakly subadditive and continuous quasi- 
states on certain stable algebras. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We follow the notation of [S]. The letters d, 2, and V will denote 
C*-algebras with elements A, B, C, D, . . . . ds ,=,, d +, and LX? : are the 
symbols for the self-adjoint part of -c4, positive part of d, and positive part 
of the unit ball of d, respectively. If d is unital, I will always denote the 
identity of J&‘. The C*-algebra of n x n matrices over d is denoted by 
M,(d). We shall occasionally consider C*-algebra & in its universal 
representation. In this case 9 - will denote the weak closure of a subset 
9 E d and C,, stands for the minimal central projection in .sl- majorizing 
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each minimal projection of d - (the atomic projection of d - ). For a 
linear functional p on d we shall sometimes use the same letter p to denote 
its ultraweakly continuous extension to &-. The symbols B(z) and X 
are reserved for the algebra of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space &? 
and the algebra of compact operators on a separable Hilbert space, respec- 
tively. If p is a positive quasi-linear functional on &‘, we use the notation 
llpl/ = sup{ p(A) 1 A E -02: } in analogy with positive linear functionals. 
Similarly, for positive quasi-linear functionals p and w  on &’ the expression 
o < p will mean that w(A) 6 p(A) for all A E& + (equivalently, p-o is a 
positive quasi-linear functional on ~2). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A positive quasi-linear functional p on a C*-algebra d 
is said to be weakly subadditive if P(A + B) > p(A) + p(B) for all positive 
A, B in &. p is said to be approximately additive if Ip(A, + B,) - 
P(A,) - P(BJ +a 0 for each pair of bounded nets {Aa}rrEA and {Bo}aEA 
in LX&, such that 11 [A,, B,] jl -+U 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p be a positive quasi-linear functional on a 
C*-algebra &. 
(i) If p is weakly subadditive, then p is monotone on d+. Zf, in addi- 
tion, ~4 is unital, then p is monotone on s&, and uniformly continuous on d. 
(ii) Zf p is approximately additive and {AajaeA, (BO}aEA are bounded 
nets in J$,., such that /IA,- B,(I -+a 0, then Ip(A,)- p(B,)I -+u 0. 
Prdof (i) Monotonicity of p on rc4+ follows immediately from 
the definition, since p(A) - p(B) $ p(A -B) > 0 when 0 <B< A. If d is 
unital and C< D for C, DES&~,, then O< C+,?Z< D +,lZ, where 
I =max{ I/C/I, /lDll}. Consequently, p(C) +i,p(Z) < p(D) +ip(Z), and 
p(C) d p(D). Finally, for A and B in .&,, we have, 
so that 
B-I/A-BIlZ,<A,<B+IIA-B(IZ, 
P(B) - II.4 - 41 ~(0 d P(A) < P(B) + IIA - BII p(Z), 
from the remark above. Thus Ip(A) - p(B)/ <p(Z) /IA -B/l. For arbitrary 
A and B we obtain Ip(A) - p(B)/ <2p(Z) [IA - BIJ, by applying the preced- 
ing inequality to the real and imaginary parts. 
(ii) Since the nets {AuJasA and {Ba}uGA are bounded, we have 
II CA,, B,] II -*a 0 and hence Ip(A,) - p(B,) - p(A, - B,)J da 0 from the 
definition of p. On the other hand, Ip(A, - B,)I < (/pII . (IA, - B,(I, since for 
each UGA the restriction of p to the abelian C*-subalgebra generated by 
A, - B, is a positive linear functional. Therefore p(A, - B,) -+a 0, and the 
assertion follows. 
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Let Q(d) denote the set of all positive quasi-linear functionals on d of 
norm less or equal to 1, and let SQ(d) denote the subset of Q(a), consist- 
ing of weakly subadditive positive quasi-linear functionals. In [l] it was 
shown that Q(d) is weak*-compact and convex. The same property holds 
for the weak*-closed convex subset SQ(&). From the Krein-Milman 
theorem the sets Q(d) and SQ(&) are weak*-closed convex hulls of their 
extreme points. It is not hard to see that the zero functional is an extreme 
point of each of these sets, while the nonzero extreme points are of norm 1, 
that is, are quasi-states of d. Following this observation we shall call the 
nonzero extreme points of Q(d) (resp. Se(d)) pure quasi-states (resp. 
pure weakly subadditive quasi-states). 
The following proposition is a direct analog of [S, 3.4.6 J 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let d be a unital F-algebra. 
(i) p is a pure quasi-state of d if and only if each positive quasi-linear 
functional c~ on A? such that o < p is a scalar multiple of p. 
(ii) If p is a pure weakly subadditive quasi-state of A? and ‘p, is a non- 
zero positive linear functional on d such that cp L < p, then p = (l/l(cp, 11) .p,. 
Proof: We shall show (ii). The proof of (i) is analogous. Let 
(p2 = p - cpi. Then p2 is a positive quasi-linear functional on &, and qr is 
weakly subadditive, because 
cp,(A+B)=P(A+B)-cp,(A+B)=P(A+B)-(cp,(A)+cp,(B)) 
>,P(A)+P(B)-(cp,(A)+cpl(B)) 
= (P*(A) + cp,(Bh when A, BE&’ 
With A1=llcpllI and &=Ijcp,ll (=cp,(Z)), we have 
j-1 +~*=~o,(~)+ (P(O-n(O)= p(l)= 1 
If &=O, then (p2=0, and p=cpi=(l/llcp,l()cp,. If i,#O, then wl= 
(l/A,)cp, and w,=(l/l,)cp, belong to Se(d), and p=A1ul+A,wZ. Since 
p is pure, this implies w1 = o2 = p. Consequently, p = (l/(lq, 11 )q, . 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF QUASI-STATES AND %*-ALGEBRAS GENERATED 
BY Two PROJECTIONS 
In the first part of this section we obtain the natural decomposition of 
a uniformly continuous quasi-state on a separable C*-algebra, whose 
irreducible representations are of dimension different from two, into atomic 
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and diffuse parts. Applications of this technique appear in the second part 
of the section, where we consider weakly subadditive quasi-states on 
certain separable type I C*-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let & be a separable V-algebra given in its universal 
representation on a Hilbert space Y?, and A be the set of all maximal abelian 
subalgebras of JZ~. Suppose p is a uniformly continuous quasi-state on ~2. 
Then : 
(i) The set IJds,, B ~ contains all finite orthogonal sums of minimal 
projections in JZ? -. 
(ii) The function p) UaGn ?4 extends to a function p on UBE,, B-, 
such that ,6(Cr= 1 Pi) = C:=, p(Pj) f or any finite orthogonal family P, , . . . . P, 
of minimal projections of 222 -. 
(iii) If d does not admit irreducible representations of dimension 2, 
then there exists the atomic positive linear functional pat on & such that 
pat < p and p,,(P) = p(P) for each minimal projection P E d -. 
The proof of the proposition will be broken into several steps. Note first 
that if L%J EA, then the restriction p I%? of p to &? extends to a positive linear 
functional on JS?, so that p 199 = o, 1 BI for some vector x E 2 [S, 4.581. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) The function p 1 lJle,, %9 extends to the function p 
on Us?EA a-3 given by p(A) = w,(A) if A EB- for some 5%~ A and 
Pl~'=O,I~. 
(ii) Zf P,, . . . . P, is a finite family of mutually orthogonal minimal 
projections in ~4 -, then P, , . . . . P, and x7= , Pi belong to UBE ,, g -, and 
Cy= 1 ij(Pi) = p(C:= f pi) < 1. 
ProoJ: (i) We have to show that w,(A) = o,(A), if A EW n %- for 
some 59 and %? in A and pI9?=0,(.4?, pJ%?=w,I%. Choose nets (Ba}acA 
and EJoeA contained in 99 and $2, respectively, and convergent to A 
in the weak-operator topology. Since 0 is the weak-operator limit of 
the net (B,- Calas A, and bounded linear functionals on .d are weak- 
operator continuous, the Hahn-Banach separation theorem implies that 0 
belongs to the norm-closed convex hull of any cofinal subnet of 
{Ba-Co)..*. Consequently, for any E > 0 we can choose a,E A such 
that lo,(A)-w,(B,)J <E, Iw,(A) -o,(C,)( <E for all a>a,,, and a 
convex combination C,,I,(B,, - C,,) such that a,> a, for all j and 
Ip(cj AjBa,) - p(c, AjC,,)l < E, from uniform continuity of p. Therefore 
lm,(A)-uy(A)I G Cj~jl~x(A)-wx(B,)l+ IP(Cj;1jB,)-P(~j~jC~,)l + 
Zj ~jIuy(Ca,) - a&A )I < 3~ and 4A) = u,(A ). 
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(ii) If P is a minimal projection in r;4 -, then P is the support 
projection of some pure state o of d, and I- P is the open right support 
projection for the left kernel Iv, of w  [14, 3.13.61. Since Ycti n Z,T, is 
separable, it admits a strictly positive element A,, whose range projection 
is I- P. Thus, P belongs to a weak-operator closure of a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of d containing A,. If P,, . . . . P,, is a finite family of 
mutually orthogonal minimal projections in & -, the corresponding pure 
states w,, . . . . o, satisfy llo,-~J = 2 (j, ks 11, . . . . nj, j# k). From [2, 
Theorem 1.11 there is a maximal abelian C*-subalgebra 9 E d such that 
for each i E { 1, . . . . n}, w, 199 is a pure state of 9, and oi is the unique exten- 
sion of wj 1 A% to a state of .d. Noting that o, also uniquely extends to a 
normal state of ,d -, we see that P, E JB ~ for each i = 1, . . . . n. Therefore 
x1= i Pie B’-, and from the definition of p in (i), C:=, p(P,) = 
Is(C?= 1 pi) f II Pll = l. 
Now consider an arbitrary but fixed t in 8, the spectrum of d, and fix 
(rr, 2,) in t. Let C, be the central cover of (n, X*) in d [14,3.8.1], and 
let @ denote a fixed isomorphism of d -C, onto B(&). With each unit 
vector e in -yi”, we shall associate the minimal projection P, in d C, such 
that @(P,) is the one-dimensional projection onto the subspace spanned 
by e. This notation is implicit in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  dim(&) # 2, then there is a positive normal linear 
functional o, on d-C, such that o,(P) = p(P) for each minimal projection 
PEd-c,. 
Proof: Let $ be the nonnegative function on the unit sphere of Xn, 
given by $(e)= p(P,) (eEXn, lIei\ = 1). If 9 is a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of K, and {e,>:‘= ,, {g,}:, , are any two orthonormal bases of 9, 
then C:= i P,, = CT=, P,,, so that 
Ci ICl(ei) = Cj P(p,,) = PE p,,) = PE, pa,) = Ci li(p,,) = Cl $(sj), 
from Lemma 3.2(ii). Therefore, the restriction of II/ to a unit sphere of 
any finite-dimensional subspace of X= is a frame function [6]. From 
[6, Theorem 3.53 there is a positive operator TE B(ZX) such that 
t++(e) = (Te, e) for each unit vector eE XK, and T is of the trace class, 
because sup,,,(C~Y, p(P,J) Q 1 for any orthonormal basis {h,} of X* 
(Lemma 3.2(ii)). 
Let 0, be the positive normal linear functional on d-C,, given by 
o,(A)=Tr(@(A)T) (AE~ -C,), where Tr denotes the usual trace on 
B(*X). If P is a minimal projection of d C,, then P = P, for some unit 
vector UEX~, and g,(P,)=Tr(@(P,)T)= (Tu,u)=~(u)=p(P,). 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. Lemma 3.2 establishes parts (i) and {ii) of the 
proposition. It remains to show part (iii). 
Let {P,, f) ) (i, t) E I x ST?> be any orthogonal family of minimal projec- 
tions in d-, such that CipI P,, ,) = C, for each t E d. For any finite subset 
F E 1 x ~2 we have Cci, tjEF dPcl. ,,I < 1, from Lemma 3.2(ii). Consequently, 
the series Cts& CicI P(Pci, {,I . IS unconditionally) convergent, and ( 
1 C P(p(i,t))= 1 ar(Ct) d l (1) 
fed it1 , F .d 
from Lemma 3.3. For each I Ed let $ I be the positive normal linear func- 
tional on d-, given by $,(A)= a,(AC,) (A E&-). From (1) there are at 
most countably many t for which $, # 0. Relabeling these as t,, t,, . . . . we 
see that the series I,?=, $,, is absolutely convergent to a positive normal 
linear functional pat. We have 
so that I(~~~ll = p,,(C,,). Hence pat is an atomic positive linear functional 
on d. From (2) and Lemma 3.3, p,,(P) = b(P) for each minimal projec- 
tion PEd-. 
Given AE&+, we shall show that p,,(A)<p(A). For this it suffices 
to establish that p,,(E) <p(E) for each projection E of the form 
E = L!&,.,(A), where X,,L.l is the characteristic function of an interval 
(A, A’] c R. Furthermore, from inner regularity of the measure induced on 
R by the restrictions of pat and p to the abelian C*-subalgebra generated 
by A [S, 52.61, it suffices to consider E = TX(A), where X is a compact 
subset of R. By outer regularity, for any E>O we can choose an open 
subset 0 containing X such that p(?&(A)) - E <p(E), and continuous non- 
negative functionsf, and g, that are identically 1 on %, vanish outside 0, 
and satisfy f, g, = g,. We then have 
PUM 1) - 8 < D(E) G ~(fs(A 1). (3) 
On the other hand, Cp”= 1 EC, = CncA P, for some orthogonal family 
RL4 of minimal projections of d-, so that from (2) 
P,,(E) = f a,,(EC,,) = x P(P,). (4) 
i= 1 l?EA 
From (3) and (4) it now follows that the inequality p,,(E) < p(E) will be 
established, once we show that 
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for any finite subfamily {Pi};= I of {Pa}aEA. Let or, . . . . W, be the pure 
states of d with support projections P,, . . . . P,, respectively. Since 
ET= I Pi,< g,(A), the restriction of each oj (j = 1, . . . . n) to the hereditary 
C*-subalgebra % = g,(A) &g,(A) is a pure state of $ [14, 4.1.61. From 
[2, Theorem 1.11 there is a maximal abelian C*-subalgebra go of 9 such 
that oj 1 B0 is multiplicative and o/-I Y is the unique extension of oj I.%$-, for 
each j. Noting that f,(A) is a unit for Y, it follows that P,, . . . . P,z andf,(A) 
belong to the weak closure of some abelian C*-subalgebra g 2 &$. Thus 
(5) follows from the definition of p. The proof is complete. 
Following Proposition 3.1 we see that pd= p - pat is a positive quasi- 
linear functional on d that satisfies p,(P) = 0 for each minimal projection 
P E d-. Thus, it is natural to call pat and prl the afomic and &&se parts 
OfP. 
In [4] Christensen established an affirmative solution to the general 
quasi-state problem for C*-algebras with Hausdorff spectrum that are 
representable by locally trivial continuous fields of elementary C*-algebras 
nonisomorphic to M,(C) [5, Chap. lo]. This result is used in the following 
proposition, where we consider weakly subadditive quasi-states on unital 
extensions of such algebras by finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.4, Let yc4 be a separable unital C*-algebra containing a 
(Y-algebra B with Hausdorff spectrum as a closed ideal, such that &? is 
representable by a locally trivial continuous field of elementary C*-algebras, 
d/B is finite dimensional, and d does not admit two-dimensional irreducible 
representations. Then weakly subadditive quasi-states on ~2 are linear. 
ProoJ It suffices to consider the case of pure weakly subadditive quasi- 
state p on d in its universal representation. From Proposition 2.2(i), p-is 
uniformly continuous on d. Following the notation of Proposition 3.1, 
pat # 0 if p(P) # 0 for some minimal projection P E d -. Hence 
p = (l/IIp,,[l) . pat from Proposition 2.3(ii), and p is linear in this case. 
Otherwise, let Ca denote the open central support of 9J in J&. Since 
&(I- C,) is isomorphic to the finite-dimensional C*-algebra &/a), we 
have I- C, = Cr= I Pi for some finite orthogonal family of minimal projec- 
tions P,, . . . . P, in &-. From Lemma 3.2(ii), P,, . . . . P, belong to the weak 
closure of some maximal abelian C*-subalgebra %?. By spectral theory there 
is an increasing sequence {A,} in W, such that A,, -+n I- x7= L Pi = C,# in 
the strong-operator topology. Since p(P,) = . = p(P,) = 0, we have 
PMJ -+n 1. In particular, I(p [ al( = 1. From [4, Theorem 3.11, p (g is a 
state of g!. Let {Hn}asACg: be an increasing approximate unit of 9& 
which is quasi-central for d [14, 3.12.141, and let o be the state of d that 
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extends p 163 via o(A) =lim, p(H,AH,) (A E &). If A E&+, we have 
p(A”2H~A’/2) < p(A) for each a E A (Proposition 2.2(i)). Therefore 
o(A) = lim p(H,AH,) = lim p(A’12H$4”*) < P(A), 
a a 
from uniform continuity of p. Consequently, o d p, and from Proposi- 
tion 2.3(ii), p = o is linear. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.5 Let d be a unital C*-algebra containing projections P 
and Q, C*(P, Q) be the C*-subalgebra generated by P, Q, and I, and p be 
a weakly subadditive quasi-state on cc4. If the relative commutant of 
C*(P, Q) in d contains a unital copy of M,(C) for some n 2 3, then p is 
linear on C*(P, Q). 
Proof: It is well known that C*(P, Q) has at most two-dimensional 
irreducible representations. The two-dimensional representations are 
characterized up to unitary equivalence by Sp(PQP)\(O, 1 }, so that to 
each 1 E Sp(PQP)\(O, 1 > corresponds the representation Z~ given by 
and 
Let 2 denote the intersection of kernels of one-dimensional representa- 
tions. Then ~zA~~(WJS~(PQP)\{O, 1))) and C*(P, Q)/UzZ,@C for 
some integer 1 such that 0 6 1 i 3, depending on the relative position of P 
and Q (see [ 15, Chap. 31). 
Consequently, if x& denotes the separable C*-subalgebra generated by 
C*(P, Q) and some commuting unital copy of M,,(C) (n> 3), then 
s&z M,(C*(P, Q)) [IS, 11.3.81, and do contains a closed ideal 
B0 rM,(Y) rMz,(WO(Sp(PQP)\(O, 1 I)), such that J&/S&,~.Z,@M,(C). 
From Proposition 3.4, p is linear on d0 and, in particular, on C*(P, Q). 
4. P-ALGEBRAS CONTAINING A DENSE SET OF ELEMENTS 
WITH FINITE SPECTRUM 
The following theorem is the crucial tool in our investigation of 
quasi-states on C*-algebras containing a dense set of elements with finite 
spectrum. It is a slight generalization of [4, Theorem 4.11 established by 
Christensen for quasi-states on properly infinite von Neumann algebras. 
THEOREM 4.1 (cf. [4, 4.11) Let AS? be a unital C*-algebra, and p be a 
quasi-state on d which is linear when restricted to each C*-subalgebra 
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generated by two projections. Suppose that there exists a sequence of projec- 
tions (P”} in d such that 
(1) p(I-P,)+,,O, and 
(2) for each n there are partial isometries U,, V,,, and W,, in d such 
that U,*U, = V,*V, = W,* W,, = P,, and P,, U, U,*, V, V,*, W,, W,* are 
mutually orthogonal. 
Then there is a state on d that coincides with p on the set of projections of 
d. In particular, if d contains a dense set of elements with finite spectrum 
and p is continuous, then p is linear. 
Proof: The key point in the proof is to show that p is “almost linear” 
on the algebras P,dP, for all sufficiently large n. For this, the conditions 
(1) and (2) are used to construct, for each n and any two positive elements 
A and B satisfying A, B < $P,, mutually orthogonal projections Q and R 
in d such that 
P, QPn = A, P,RP,= B 
and 
P(Q) x ~(f’nQPn)> P(R) x P(P,RP,), P(Q + RI * p(Pn(Q + RIP,) 
when n is sufficiently large. Once this is achieved, 
PM + B) x P(Q + RI = P(Q) + P(R) = P(A) + p(B). 
From this it will follow that the sequence of functions {cp,}, given by 
q,(C) = p(P,CP,) (C E &), is pointwise convergent on the linear span of 
projections to the positive linear functional that coincides with p on each 
projection. 
For a fixed n consider any two positive elements A, BE P,dP, such that 
A, B < iPn. From (2) the elements 
X, = A”* + U,,A’:* + V,(P, - 2A)“* 
and 
Y, = B”* - U, B1/* + W,,( P, - 2B)‘/* 
are partial isometries that satisfy 
x,*x, = Y,* Y” = P, and X,*Y,=O. 
Thus, the projections Q = X,X,* and R = Y, Y,* are mutually orthogonal, 
so that p(Q + R) = p(Q) + p(R). In addition, P,QP, = A and P,RP, = B. 
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Since p is linear on the C*-subalgebra C*(Q, P,), generated by Q, P, 
and L we have ILM-p(Q)1 = b(KQpJ-p(Q)1 G bW’,-Z)Qp,)I + 
lp(Q(P, - Z))l < 2/n, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (where it is 
assumed that p(Z- P,) < l/n*). Similarly, 
IP(B) - P(R)1 G 2/n and IP(~+~)-P(Q+N~W 
Therefore 
Ip(A+B)-p(A)-p(B)I~6/n (0 < A, B < 5 P,). (1) 
If C and D are arbitrary self-adjoint elements of &‘, and 
a = m&x{ IICII, IIDII >, b = max{ IlP,CP, + aPAl, llP,DP, + aPAl}, then 
0<(1/2b)(P,CP,+aP,), (1/2b)(P,DP,+aP,)dfP,; so that from(l), 
IP(P,(C+D)P,)-p(P,CP,)-p(P,DP,)I +F. 
This, in its turn, implies that 
IdP,@ + W”) - p(PJP,) - p(P,BP,)I 7 0 for all A, BE d. 
(2) 
Let (qpn} be the sequence of functions of d, given by q,(A) = p(P,AP,) 
(A GA?). For each projection EE& we have Iv,(E)--p(E)I= 
Ip(P, EP,) - p(E)1 < 2/n, as before. Thus, lim, cp,JE) = p(E), and we see 
from (2) that the sequence (qpn 12’ , converges on the linear span Y of 
projections of d to the linear functional cp. If A E Y+, then cp(A) = 
lim, + co p(P,AP,) b 0. Consequently, cp is a state on Y, and rp extends to 
a state of -01, which satisfies the first assertion of the theorem. 
Note that if 5 denotes the subset of Y consisting of the elements with 
finite spectrum, then cp 19 = p 19. Consequently, if 9 is norm-dense in d 
and p is continuous, then p is the unique continuous extension of cpI9. 
Therefore p is the unique extension of cp to a positive linear functional 
on ~4. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let JZ! be a unital C*-algebra containing a dense set of 
elements with finite spectrum, and M a properly infinite von Neumann 
algebra. Zf p is a weakly subadditive quasi-state on JT! @ min A’, then p is 
linear on &. 
ProoJ Let W denote a subalgebra of A, which is the relative commu- 
tant of some unital type Z3 subfactor of A. Since J??I is a properly infinite 
von Neumann algebra, we can choose an increasing sequence of projec- 
tions (P,} in 93, such that p(P,) 2 1 - 2-” and Z - P, contains three 
mutually orthogonal subprojections each equivalent to P,. From 
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Corollary 3.5, p is linear when restricted to each C*-subalgebra of 
& Omin g (c d Omin A!) generated by two projections. Furthermore, p is 
continuous on d Omin jke (Proposition 2.2(i)). Thus, Theorem 4.1 applies, 
and p is linear d Omin g. In particular, p is linear on d. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If p is a quasi-state on the Calkin algebra 
%? = .S?(X’)/zf(Z’), then p is linear. 
Proof Since each self-adjoint element of ‘8 belongs to some abelian 
C*-subalgebra generated by projections, any bounded linear functional on 
%? that agrees with p on the set of projections must coincide with p. Hence 
it suffices to show that p satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1. It is easy 
to see that p satisfies conditions (1) and (2). We shall show that p is linear 
on each C*-subalgebra generated by two projections of 97. 
Consider projections E and F in V. There are projections El and F, in 
g(x) such that d(E,)= E and #(F,)= F, where 4 denotes the quotient 
map. Indeed, if E= c&A) for some A E.%(X)+, it suffices to choose E, 
equal to the spectral projection of A corresponding to the interval (f, co). 
The IV*-subalgebra of a(x)), generated by E, and F, is the direct sum of 
a type I, IV*-algebra .9t? and an abelian IV*-algebra 9. Thus, with 
C*(E, F)-the C*-algebra generated by E and F-we have 
If d(a) = 0, then C*(E, F) is abelian, and p is linear on C*(E, F). Since $9 
is generated by the projections E, = E, - E, A F, -E, A (E, v F, -F,) 
and F2 = F, - E, A F, - (E, v F, - E,) A F,, we may assume that E, and 
F2 are infinite projections of g(x). 
The algebra ,!A9 may be identified with MJV(X)), where X is a compact 
hyperstonean space-the spectrum of the abelian IV*-algebra generated by 
E, F2 E,. Let 9&, be the norm-dense *-subalgebra of %? consisting of 2 x 2 
matrices over continuous functions that take finitely many values on X. 
Then 4(9$) is norm-dense in d(8). If A, and B, are two elements in #(go), 
they generate a common finite partition of the identity of #(a) into non- 
zero projections Hi, . . . . H, in the center of d(g), and we can find projec- 
tions G, , . . . . G, in the center of g such that &G,) = H,, . . . . 4(Gk) = H,. 
Since G, , . . . . Gk are infinite projections of 99(p), each can be halved into 
two equivalent subprojections; and we see that A0 and B, are contained 
in the direct sum of k copies of Ma(C) inside %‘. By Gleason’s theorem 
[6], p(& + B,) = p(A,) + p(B,). Therefore p I&9&,) is a positive linear 
functional on #(go), and p I&9&,) extends by continuity to a positive 
linear functional cp on 4(g). From [4, Proposition 2.41 (see also [4, 
Theorem 3.1]), p is continuous on the set of projections in #(a). But the 
set of projections in #(.9&,) is norm-dense in the set of projections in d(g) 
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[S, 12.3.21. Thus, p agrees with cp on the set of projections in 4(B), so that 
cp = pI 4(B). Consequently, p is linear on 4(9#)@#(9), and, in particular, 
on C*(E, F). This completes the proof. 
PROPOSIXON 4.4. Let d be a unital F-algebra containing a dense set of 
elements with finite spectrum. If p is a weakly subadditive and continuous 
quasi-state on d @ X, then p is linear. 
Proof: &0.X contains a dense *-subalgebra that may be identified 
with the increasing union u,,,, N M,(d), where M,(d) is viewed as 
embedded in M, + 1 (d) via the map i, given by i,(A)= [{ i]. We shall 
adopt the proof of Theorem 4.1 to show that p is linear on UrnEN M,(&‘). 
Since J&’ is unital and p is continuous, p ) CZ@ X # 0 (in fact, p 1 CZ@ X 
is a state). Therefore we can choose an increasing sequence of 
projections {P,} in UrneN M,(C) (E UrnEN M,(d)) such that 
p(P,) 2 I/p 1 CZ@ X1( - l/n2 (n E N). In particular, P(G - P,) < l/n2 if G is 
a projection in U,, N M,(C) and G 3 P,. It is easy to see also that for a 
given n there is a sufficiently large integer p, and partial isometries 
U,, V,,, W, in M,(C), such that U,*U, = V,* V,, = W,* W,, = P, and P,, 
U, U,*, V,, V,*, W,, W,* are mutually orthogonal. 
For each m E N let Z, denote the identify projection of M,(d). If P and 
Q are two projections in UrnEN M,(d), then P, QEM,J&‘) for some k. 
Let {E, 1 i, j E ( 1, 2, 3 } } be the system of matrix units coming from 
the equivalence of projections Z,,Z,, - Zk, and I,, ~ 2K in M,,(C). The 
C*-algebra C*(P, Q) generated by P, Q, and I,, is a hereditary subalgebra 
of the C*-algebra B generated by C*(P, Q) and (E,] i, Jo { 1,2, 3)). From 
the proof of Corollary 3.5 it follows that 99 contains an essential ideal p0 z 
M,(%kb(MPQP)\ (0, 1 > 1) such that B/Y0 rZ,@M,(C) for some integer 1. 
From Proposition 3.4, p is linear on a and, in particular, on C*(P, Q). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 now applies almost verbatim (indeed, the only 
change is to replace the estimate p(Z- P,) 6 l/n2 by P(G - P,) < l/n’, if 
GE UrneN M,(C) and G > P,) and shows that p is linear on the norm- 
dense *-subalgebra U, E N M,(d). Since p is continuous, it is linear on 
d@O. 
Guided by the example of pure states, it is natural to ask whether the 
conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.1 (or somewhat similar properties 
reflecting the size of a nullspace) hold for pure quasi-states. We were not 
able to answer this question even for continuous pure quasi-states on 
C*-algebras containing a dense set of elements with finite spectrum. 
However, some additional evidence for a certain class of C*-algebras with 
finite trace may be deduced by “approximate centralizer” techniques 
developed in [17] for finite von Neumann algebras. In the following 
proposition we shall say that a C*-algebra ,cQ, containing a dense set of 
580/86/l-9 
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elements with finite spectrum, is strictly finite if there is a tracial state r on 
d, such that for each pair of projections P and Q in d, the condition 
r(P) < r(Q) implies P 5 Q (“ 5 ” means “Murray-von Neumann sub- 
equivalent”). Since the positive part of the unit ball of each hereditary 
C*-subalgebra of d is a norm-closed convex span of projections [ 161, it 
follows that d is simple. In particular, any tracial state of d is faithful. 
Obvious examples of strictly finite C*-algebras are finite von Neumann 
algebra factors and UHF-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If &’ is a separable unital strictly finite C*-algebra and 
p is a continuous pure quasi-state on d, which is linear when restricted to 
each C*-subalgebra generated by two projections, then p is linear. 
Proof: Let z denote a tracial state of d and B denote the set of 
projections of &. We may assume that there is at least one projection G 
in 9, such that r(G) = c1< i (otherwise d is isomorphic to M,(C) for some 
n Q 3, and the proposition follows from [6, Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.41). 
If M(a) = sup{ p(F) 1 FE 9, z(F) = a>, choose a sequence of projections 
{P,} such that t(P,,) = CI for each n, and p(Pn) > M(M) - 1/2n2 (n = 1,2, . ..). 
From Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 of [ 171 (see also [ 18, Lemma 2]), 
which apply with only slight changes in the proof to the present case, for 
each projection E E 9 we have 
IdE) - P(P,EP,) - P((I- P,) EU- Pn))l <A? 
p(P,EP,) 2 MP,EP,) ~$9 (2) 
,dU-P,) EU- P,)) < k,$(l- P,) E(I- P,)) +$ (3) 
for some sequence of nonnegative real numbers (A,}:: 1. From (1) and (2) 
p(E)~i,r~(P,EP,)-h-k (EEg,n= 1, 2, . ..). 
We claim that p(l- E,) +K 0 for some sequence of projections { EK} 
such that z(E,) = a for each JC. Indeed, if inf{l, IneN} =O, then from (3), 
applied for E = Z, p(Z- P,) < &,$I- P,) + 1/2n2 < 1, + 1/2n2, so that a 
suitable subsequence of {P,} ,“= i can be taken for {EL} ,“= 1. 
On the other hand, if A,, > ;1 >O for all n, consider the sequence of 
positive linear functionals {cp,} on d given by (PJA)=A,~(P,AP,) 
(A E &). From (2), IIqJ < f for each n. By weak compactness, the sequence 
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{cp,} has a limit point cp, and cp #O, because p,(Z) = I,z(P,) 2 la for 
each n. Furthermore, from (4), p(E) > p(E) for each EE 9. Since p is con- 
tinuous, and the elements with finite spectrum are dense in -c4, this implies 
p(A)>cp(A) for each A in d+. Therefore p = ( l/11 q I/ ) . cp (Proposi- 
tion 2.3(i)), so that p is a pure state. But then the maximal hereditary 
C*-subalgebra YQ n 9’: has an increasing approximate identity consisting 
of projections [3, I, 1.101. Consequently, since ti is strictly finite, YQ n 2: 
must contain projection P such that z(P) = 1 - CI, and we may set 
E, = I- P for each K. Thus, the claim follows, and p is linear by 
Theorem 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let p be an approximately additive quasi-state on a 
C*-algebra d. Zf, in addition, p is either monotone on d +, monotone on 
d sa. 7 or weakly subadditive, then p extends to a quasi-state with the same 
properties on the multiplier algebra A’(&‘). 
Proof Suppose first that p is approximately additive and monotone on 
d+. Let {Z-Z,)~,.Ac&~ be an increasing approximate identity for -c4, 
which is quasi-central for A(&). We note that the net {ZZ~“},,, is 
also quasi-central for A(&). For this consider the C*-algebra 
&?= I”(&‘(&), A)/Y, where Zm(d(&), A) denotes the C*-algebra of all 
bounded nets {MalaEA along A in .,&z’(d) under the pointwise operations 
and the norm I( {M,} I( = supa I/M,/), and 9 is the closed ideal in 
Z”O(M(&‘), A), consisting of all the nets converging to 0. If [{M,)] denotes 
the image of {Mo}asA in W under the quotient map, and s(d) denotes 
the image of A(&) in ,9 under the canonical embedding of A(&) into &?, 
then [{H,)] belongs to the relative commutant of s(d) in 9. Hence 
cw~“~1 (=c@91”*) 1 a so commutes with s(d). This means that 
(IHfj2M-MH~~2~~ +,O for each ME&‘(&). 
Given AE&‘(&‘)+, the net {p(A”*H,A”*)}~~~ is increasing, since p 
is monotone on d+, and bounded above by I/A II. Therefore 
lim, p(A “*HaA1’*) exists. Since [(A”2H,A1’2 - H~‘*AH~‘*I( -+a 0, we have 
Ip(A”2HaA”2) - p(Htj*AH~‘*)I -+u 0, (Proposition 2.2(ii)). Consequently, 
lim, p(HL’*AHi’*) exists, lim, p(H~‘*AH~‘*) = lim, p(A1’*HaA1/*), and we 
may define o(A) = lim, p(H~“AH~‘*) for each A E k’(d)+. If A and B are 
commuting elements in A(&)+, then 1) [IIZ~‘*AH~‘~, H~/2BHt/2] 11 +u 0, so 
that from approximate additivity of p, 
a(A + B) = lim p(HA”(A + B) Hb’*) = lim p(Hi’*AHA’*) + lim p(H~l*Bff~/*) 
a fl a 
= a(A) + a(B). 
From this it follows that c extends to a positive linear functional on each 
maximal abelian subalgebra of J(d), and to a positive quasi-linear func- 
tional (again denoted by CJ) on A(&). It is clear that CJ is a quasi-state. 
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Furthermore, if C E d + , then a(C) = lim, p( C”‘H, C112) = p(C), from 
Proposition 2.2(ii). 
If p is either monotone on d,,,, or weakly subadditive, then, in par- 
ticular, p is monotone on & +. From the arguments above, p extends to a 
quasi-state o on A’(&‘). In either case, monotonicity, subadditivity, and 
approximate additivity of CJ are easily deduced from the definition of CJ and 
the corresponding properties of p. 
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